Work Smart
1. What’s in a name?
How to play






Divide the entire group into groups of 25-30 ( depending on size)
Have everyone stand in a circle and say their names out loud
Get people to repeat the names in a clock wise manner
They can step out once they are able to repeat the names correctly
Repeat till there are only 2 people left.( and they know each other’s names)

2. Can you draw that?
What you need



Pen
Paper

How to play



Read out the below description and ask the group to draw it as per your instructions
Ask the group to guess what the animal is

Description
This animal may grow to be five to seven feet long, from nose to tail, and weigh 40 to 100 pounds.
It has a narrow head, long nose, small eyes, and round ears. Its coarse hair may be gray or brown,
with a white-banded black stripe running along the body to mid-torso, and a long, bushy tail, which
can be two to three feet long. Its front feet have large claws, which are curled under when it
walks. It has poor vision but a keen sense of smell.
Ans: Giant Anteater
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3.Bag the ball
What you need:
 A ball

How to play


Divide the group into teams and line them up in rows. Give the person at the front
of each row a ball.



The team must now pass the ball from one to the next and back again, in a
particular style, which you can decide as appropriate.
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down the row with the right hand only
up the row with left hand only
down the row with both hands
up the row with right hand over left shoulder
down the row with left hand over right shoulder
up the row under the right leg
down the row under the left leg, and so on

4. Brag on

What you need:
 Paper
 Pen
How to play:


Ask everyone to write down three things about themselves of which they are proud of.



Ask them to share those three things with the person next to them.



Then ask everyone to get up and go around the room sharing their achievements.



After the exercise, process with these questions:
 How did it feel?
 Were some people easier to share with than others?
 How did you share? Were you proud or embarrassed?

